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NAMASTE !NAMASTE ! 

Namaste and greetings from the team at Keep Walking Nepal.

I would like to thank those who helped in the rebuild work after 

the massive earth quake. Your support has been highly 

appreciated by our community. Most of the rebuild work has 

been done. Medical Centres have been repaired, schools 

are being rebuilt and monasteries reconstructed.

We strive to provide a unique and intimate travel experience 

and I would like to thank all those who have chosen to travel 

with us and welcome your return as well as encourage anyone 

who is seeking a wonderful experience to choose a trip with 

Keep Walking Nepal.

Nepal is blessed with hundreds of kilometers of amazing trails 

which means we have more than our fair share of great walks. 

From low altitude valley trails to rugged mountaintops, there is 

something to offer for everyone.  We have managed to pack a 

huge variety of options in such a small place. Jungle safaris  

home to the leopard, tiger and elephants; Bird watching  Nepal 

has more than 850 bird species, 8% of the world's recorded 

population; White water rafting, paragliding, mountain bike 

riding, Helicopter tours, community projects, and other thrill 

seeking activities; Trail walks and the more extreme treks to 

places like Everest Base Camp. Nowhere else in the world can 

you adventure from near sea level to the highest peaks all in 

one trip. A short plane trip can take you from the snowy peaks 

of the Himalayas to the jungles on the plains, and YES you are 

still in Nepal!! Breathtaking was the expression used by the 

group who recently travelled to Nepal (See story). So, come and 

share some breathtaking memories with KWN

I cordially invite you to contact me with respect to the services 

our family business can readily provide  detailed at          

http://www.keepwalkingnepal.com/ 

I would welcome providing you with a wonderful experience.

Please enjoy and share with family and friends this newsletter 

and I wish you a Merry Christmas and a healthy happy New 

Year 2018!

Best Regards

Ang Tshering Sherpa 

Family business owner/Manager 
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 LIST OF AVAILABLE TLIST OF AVAILABLE TREKS FOR  2018 & 201REKS FOR  2018 & 2019REKS FOR  2018 & 2019 

Phongmoche Buddhist School incinerator project (12 

Days):
April 2 to 15, April 20 to May 3 & October 8 to 21

Phongmoche Historical Monastery re build project  (15 

Days):  
March  4 to 18, October 2 to 16 & November  4 to 18

Junbesi community incinerator project and Trek (12 

Days): 
April 19 to 30 & October 10 to 21 

Best of Annapurna and Everest Trek (25 Days): October 3 to 27 & November 7 to December 1

4WD Journey to Lo Manthang: Upper Mustang  (13 Days): March 5 to 17, April 16 to 28, May 7 to 19 & October 8 to 20

Mustang Nepal – Kagbeni & Muktinath  (12 Days): March 22 to April 2, April 16 to 27, May 3 to 14, October 12 to 

23, November 19 to 30 & December 3 to 14

Solukhumbu—Dumji Festival Trek (9 Days): April 21 to 29

Solukhumbu—Dumji Festival Trek (15 Days): April 17 to May 1

Lower Solukhumbu Pikey Peak Trek March 12 to 25, April 9 to 22, October 8 to 21 & November 5  to 

18

Ama Dablam Base Camp March  6 to 20, March 20 to April 3, April  3 to 17, April 19 to 

May 3, October  7 to 21, October  23 to November 7, November 

9  to 23, November 25 to December 9 & December 11 to 25

Annapurna  Dhaulagiri March 12 to 26,  April 9 to 23, October  13 to 27, November  4 

to 18 & December 5 to 19 

Annapurna  Machhapuchre March 5 to 17,  April  2 to 14,  October  14 to 26,  December  23 

to 5 

Annapurna villages January  1 to 10, January  15 to 24, February  5 to 14, February  

19 to 28, March  4 to 13, March 18 to 27, April 6 to 15, April 19 

to 28, May 8 to 17, September  21 to 30, October 4 to 13, Octo-

ber 15 to 24, November 5 to 14, November 19 to 28 & Decem-

ber 10 to 19.

Everest Base Camp March  5 to 22, March 12 to 29, March 19 to April 5, March  27 

to April  13, April 1 to 18, April  14 to May 1, April  21 to May 8, 

October 4 to 21, October 10 to 27, October 29 to November 16, 

November 6 to 23, November 13 to 30, November 20 to De-

cember 7 & December 19 to 6 January 

Everest View Trek January  3 to 14, March  6 to 17, March  2o to 31, April  3 to 14, 

April  21 to May 2, October  2 to 13, October  20 to November 1, 

November  7 to 18, November  25 to December 6 & December  

12 to 23 

May 3, October  7 to 21, October  23 to November 7, November  
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Gokyo Lakes March  4 to 21, March 11 to 29, March  25 to April 12, April 1 to 19, April  

14 to May 1, October  3 to 21, October  7 to November 5, November  7 to 

25, November  14 to December 2, December  7 to 25 

Gokyo  Renjo La Pass Trek March 5 to 23, April 25 to May 13, October 2 to 20 & November 6 to 24

Manaslu Circuit Trekking April 2 to 23 & October 5 to 26

Manaslu Tsum Valley Trekking March 2 to 23 & October 26 to Nov 17

Solukhumbu Valley Exp. March 6 to 14, March 18 to 26, April 7 to 1, April 17 to 25, October 15 to 

23, November 9 to 17 & December 19 to 27

LangTang Valley Trail Please contact us for trip dates

LangTang Heritage Trek Please contact us for trip dates

Nepal Helicopter to Mount Everest Tour 

Package (10 Days):
Please contact us for trip dates

Nepal Tour Package Please contact us for trip dates

Tibet Cultural Journey May 1 to 15 and September 4 to 18

AVAILABLE HELICOPTER TOURS IN DIFFERENT AVAILABLE HELICOPTER TOURS IN DIFFERENT AREA OF NEPALAREA OF NEPAL 

Are you thinking I want spectacular scenery but I cant walk the distances.  Or maybe you are just short of time. Are 

you are looking for new adventure, a new style of travel? Then come and embark on our helicopter hops!

Nepal has it all.  Deep jungle experiences, snow capped mountains, rolling green hills, deep gorges, winding rivers, 

towering suspension bridges and the friendliest people in the world. With its kilometers of hidden walk trails and 

birds and flowers in abundance there is plenty to choose from. 
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KWN has put together a list of our favourite places. We are happy to design an itinerary to suit your interests and 

requirements. If you want to opt for a charming family-run hotel over a chilly tent or are finding that a backpack is 

no longer your badge of honour, then maybe a helicoper hop around Nepal is for you. 

Our itineries will give you the chance to see places you never hoped to get to. It also means you are not rushing 

from place to place spending long hours on the road as helicopter hopping minimizes your travel time so you have 

more time to enjoy each stop along the way.  

These are small group tours, perfect for those wishing to travel with friends or family. A KWN guide can travel 

with you or we will arrange a local to meet you at each hop point. 

Solo travellers are also welcome, we will match you up with an existing trip if desired.  It is a great way to meet 

people with similar interests. Maybe you like to be an independent traveller or want to travel with a friend or part-

ner?  Our trips are perfect for one person or an intimate group of two. A KWN guide can meet you at any destina-

tion to assist you if required.  

So choose your dates, pick your travel companions and we can do the rest. Our tours depart every day of the week. 

Simply mix and match to create your perfect trip combination. You can even tag onto a pre-existing small group at 

times. Get onboard and join us hopping around Nepal. 

Helicopter tour to Langtang Region  

Gosaikunda in Nepal known for its spectacular and breathtaking scenic beauty is one of the best trekking destina-

tions in the world. Though Langtang region is very close to Kathmandu it is still able to preserve the beauty and 

remoteness it is known for. Commonly known for its frozen lakes instead of its religious importance trekkers visit 

here because of the beauty and adventure it serves at the height of 4,300m. There are 108 lakes in this area, small 

to medium in size. The challenging Lauribina La pass at an altitude of 4,610 m (15,120 ft) is on its outskirts. Gosai-

kunda Heli Tour grants the chance to admire and explore the land that is very far behind the time. Gosaikunda tour 

undoubtly offers perfectly placed terraced 

slopes, settlement of different ethnic group, 

rare wild animals and diverse range of flora 

and fauna. The trail which winds around dense 

forest of rhododendron, oak, bamboo and beau-

tiful settlement of Tamang and Sherpa ulti-

mately lead us to the divine lake of Gosaikunda 

and alpine yak pasture of Kyanjin Gompa from 

where the mountain panorama are spectacular. 

 
Itinerary:  

 Departure from Kathmandu airport.  

 Overfly at Langtang Region and lands at Gosaikunda.  

 10 – 15 min of ground time at Gosainkunda (Holi lake).  

 Return from Gosainkunda to Kathmandu.  

 
Total Time: 1-1.15 Hours including ground time.  
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Muktinath Heli tour  

Muktinath which translates as the Lord of salvation is the center of faith and holds great influence in lives of both 

Hindus and Buddhists. Many visitors take Muktinath Pilgrimage and flock around Muktinath Temple throughout 

the year. Taking a bath in the chilling water of Muktinath is said to cleanse off the sins committed in your lifetime.  

Itinerary:  

Departure from Kathmandu airport.  

about 70 min to reach to the Muktinath.  

1 hr. ground time.  

Return from Muktinath to Kathmandu.  

Total Time: 3.2 Hours including ground time.  

Manaslu Heli tour  

Manaslu, 8156 meter heights, is the eighth highest mountain in the world, located in the north-west part of Nepal. It 

is about forty miles east of Annapurna. The mountain's long ridges and valley glaciers offer feasible approaches 

from all directions, and it culminates in a peak that towers steeply above its surrounding landscape, and is a domi-

nant feature when seen from afar.  

Itinerary:  

Departure from Kathmandu airport at around 7:00 – 7:30 

AM  

Over fly at Manaslu Region.  

10 – 15 min ground time at Manaslu Base Camp.  

Return from Manaslu to Kathmandu.  

Total Time: 2-2.5 Hours including ground time.  
 
However, please note that helicopters in Nepal are primarily used for rescue purposes at higher altitude. If need 
arises and there is a call for rescue, the helicopters would need to make a rescue trip. Depending upon the rescue 
sometimes the guest might have to wait for more than 2 hours. The guests can meanwhile soak in the glory of the 
majestic Himalayas.  

Annapurna Heli Tour  

In this heli tour the flight takes off from the Kathmandu air-

port and first lands in Ghodepani. And then takes off for the 

mountain flight around Annapurna Region. you will enjoy to 

see Annapurna Range, Dhaulagiri, Macha Puchre and lakes.  

During this overfly we take you to Annapurna Base Camp and 

there you can have 10 min of ground time. You can enjoy the 

panoramic views of Himalayan Mountains. Then you will fly 

back to Poon Hill viewing different Mountains on the way. In 

Poon Hill you will get few minutes break to capture the natu-

ral beauties and after that Helicopter back to Kathmandu.  

Total Time: 3.5 – 4 hrs including ground time.  
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WILDERNESS IN NEPAL WILDERNESS IN NEPAL TRIP TO JUNBESI SCHOOL REBUILD PROJECT TRIP TO JUNBESI SCHOOL REBUILD PROJECT  

Keep Walking Nepal organized a trip to Junbesi for the 

school opening ceremony in April 2017. The school 

was badly damaged by earthquake and children were 

learning in the temporary classes since last 2 years.

Dr Sally Nobbs, Wilderness in Nepal (WIN) Adelaide 

Australia has given support to rebuild the Junbesi 

school. A group of 7 members participated from WIN 

for this school opening ceremony and were heartily 

welcome by locals, teachers and students. All people 

were very delighted with their valuable support to-

wards rebuilding the school and also appreciated their 

willingness to help the rural area of Nepal.

We at Keep Walking Nepal, once again, would like to thank 

WIN and Wilderness school on behalf of Junbesi School, 

locals and students for their valuable support and also 

would like to thank all the Keep Walking Nepal crew who 

made this trip successful. 
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Junbesi School after Rebuild  

Junbesi School before Rebuild  

Trip was organised by Keep Walking Nepal. 
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NEPAL STUDY TOUR AND TREK NEPAL STUDY TOUR AND TREK  NEPAL STUDY TOUR AND TREK NEPAL STUDY TOUR AND TREK 
BY DEAKIN UNIVERSITY MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA BY DEAKIN UNIVERSITY MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA  

With the help of Dr. Beau Beza from Deakin Universi-

ty Melbourne, Australia, a 17 day Nepal Study Tour 

was completed successfully from 26th October to 

11th November 2017. The team included 17 stu-

dents from different programs at Deakin University 

and the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology. 

During the visit the team was welcomed at Phong-

moche School by His Holiness, teachers and students 

offering a “Khada”, a holy white Scarf. During their 

stay in Phongmoche the students also worked in the 

newly built Monastery by painting the Monastery’s 

entry gates and leveling the ground and making a 

footpath. (This monastery was completely destroyed 

by the 2015 earth quake.) At the end of last day the 

students were also presented with a cultural pro-

gram by the Phongmoche School – the students had 

front row seats as honored guests. The university 

team also contributed in the rebuilding of the Mon-

astery as well as presenting a donation of USD$ 4000 

to Monastery.

We would like to thank Dr. Beau Beza, Deacon Uni-

versity Australia, Melbourne and participants for 

their support, we are looking forward to welcoming 

you all again. Likewise, we would also like to thank 

all the staff of Keep Walking Nepal, locals, Head 

Monk, Teachers and other monks for their support 

and cooperation to make this visit successful. 
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SANITARY KITS SEWING PROJECT JUNBESI SANITARY KITS SEWING PROJECT JUNBESI  SANITARY KITS SEWING PROJECT JUNBESI 
BY JILL AND SUE FROM
SANITARY KITS SEWING PROJECT JUNBESI 
BY JILL AND SUE FROMBY JILL AND SUE FROM 
SANITARY KITS SEWING PROJECT JUNBESI SANITARY KITS SEWING PROJECT JUNBESI SANITARY KITS SEWING PROJECT JUNBESI SANITARY KITS SEWING PROJECT JUNBESI 
BY JILL AND SUE FROMBY JILL AND SUE FROM OCT 29TH TO NOVEMBEOCT 29TH TO NOVEMBER 4TH 2017R 4TH 2017 

Keep Walking would like to thank Jill and Sue from Australia who came 

to Nepal and visited junbesi area to train 42 girls including local wom-

en to sew sanitary kits. We also like to thank them for empowering 

these young girls and women by teaching them a new skill AND show-

ing them how to manage their own health and well being in such a posi-

tive and natural way.

They were really impressed with the interest of the students and 

teachers. During the sewing class all the girls in the Junbesi high 

school and years 6 and 7 girls have a sanitary kit. They really had a 

great time while they are in Junbesi Nepal. Thank you once again for  

introducing and bringing such a great project to our community. 

Trip  was organised by Keep Walking Nepal 
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THREE WEEKS IN THE HTHREE WEEKS IN THE HIGHIGH IGH ALTITUDES OF HIMALAYA ALTITUDES OF HIMALAYA  

Together with two friends I had been 

planning a 3 week trek in the 

Himalayas for some time. We wanted 

to hike The Three passes and we 

wanted to start at Phaplu to include a 

visit to Junbesi and the KPHMN 

Health Centre with some days in the 

nice valleys proceeding the 

mountains.

In the middle of October‘17 we 

landed in Kathmandu and were met 

at the airport by Ang and his friendly 

crew. Later the same day I had made 

an appointment with the Norwegian 

Ambassadour in Nepal, and Ang 

joined us to this meeting. I am the 

Chairman of The Norwegian Junbesi 

Group (NJG), one of the donor groups 

to the KPHMN Health Centre, and I 

wanted to inform the ambassadour 

about the health centre and the 

financial work of NJG.

The next morning Ang woke us up 

earlier than agreed – what is going 

on? Ang smelled massive ques and 

problems at the airport, due to 

yesterdays cancellations and the fact 

that Lukla would have the priority to 

our destination Phaplu. To avoid a 

day or two with just queuing up and 

waiting, Ang provided a brilliant 

solution for us, a helicopter trip to a 

decent price…

After just some minutes waiting the 

helicopter lifted off in the direction of 

Phaplu. One hour later we were 

trekking.

We had a marvellous 3 weeks, both 

in the ‘lowlands’ up to Namche, and 

of course in the mountains above. It 

started with a wonderful ceremony 

at KPHMN Health Centre in Junbesi, 

it continued with a breathtaking 

sight seeing at the Thupthen Chulong 

Monastry close by, and with nice 

moments in and between all the 

small villages along ‘The mule 

highway’ passing Nunthala, Surke, 

Bupsa and Pakding up to Namche 

Bazar. 

The mountain trek above Namche 

together with our brilliant guide 

Pratap became as fantastic as we had 

dreamed of. The mountain sit selves, 

the giants of Himalaya, suited for the 

most beautiful sights one can 

imagine. And guide Pratap suited for 

the rest! For our safety, for keeping 

down our pace, for inspiring us when 

needed and for continuously 

boosting the atmosphere with his 

jokes and positivity! Not an averge 

man, but an out of this world super 

human! 

What an experience, from our path 

along  ‘The Three Passes’ we could be 

close to the giants  to Ama Dablam, 

Nuptse, Lhotse and of course – to Mt. 

Everest, all the mountains we had 

read about and admired in the 

Himalaya literature. So close that we 

felt like touching them!

None of us felt any kind of high 

altitude sickness during the trek. The 

KWN Plan for acclimation was 

brilliant. 3 600 meters a day, slow 

race, some resting days that were 

used to reach a summit close by and 

gain height and then walk down 

again for rest and sleep at lower 

altitude. High in the day time, lower 

at night – a well working precription!

I also have to emphasis out guide’s 

care taken when one of us became 

sick. With professionality and 

emphatic care taken and in no doubt 

what to do, this was handled in the 

best way. Always focused, always 

caring, always with a smile in his 

eyes.

So a big thanks to Keep Walking 

Nepal for great moments and a lot of 

fantastic memories from the 

Solukhumbu this autumn.

November 2017

Per Tronsaune

Norway
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A RECENT TRIP TO LO MANTHANG IN UPPER MUA RECENT TRIP TO LO MANTHANG IN UPPER MUSTANG STANG  

A recent trip to Lo Manthang in Up-

per Mustang, WOW, WOW, WOW. A 

trip beyond expectations. The scen-

ery, people, villages, culture, food  

all totally captivating. 

Originating in Kagbeni, a very lovely 

and typically picturesque village at 

the start of the Annapurna region, we 

got permits to travel into the Anna-

purna Conservation area. The very 

rudimentary road then took us up 

the banks of the Kali Gandaki river, 

which was very wide but only had 

low flow for the time of the year but 

was spectacular. The Kali Gandaki 

river originates in Tibet and has the 

deepest gorges in the world, plus 

includes the peaks of Dhaulagiri and 

the Annapurnas, and Nilgiri moun-

tains. The ‘road’ was formed into the 

sides of the sheer gorges. The scen-

ery was not the rainforest type – 

more the barren but beautiful and 

very dramatic gorges and sheer cliff 

faces dropping to the river a long 

way below. The villages and villagers 

along the way were original and un-

touched by tourism, which provided 

us with a lovely insight into genuine 

Nepalese life. We stayed in teahouses 

at villages along the way, each village 

had its own character and history.

We thought about hiking the whole 

way (probably around 8 days), but 

decided that hiring a jeep would 

make the trip more comfortable  a 

decision that suited us in the end. 

With the three of us, plus the abso-

lute best guide and driver in Chepal 

and Tenzing, we were able to change 

our itinerary as we liked. Our only 

time requirement was the 10 day 

permit. So we walked when we felt 

like it – mostly we covered around 

10 km a day, but this would have 

been 20 km if the ups and downs 

were factored in! 

If you are someone who likes treks 

out of the ordinary, I cannot recom-

mend this trip enough. This is the 

road less travelled where the locals 

aren’t jaded by tourists and are gen-

uinely happy and welcoming, and the 

scenery is beyond stunning. The trip 

in every aspect was a real boost for 

the soul. But the road is under con-

struction and will in the next few 

years be a gateway to China. So do it 

now before progress changes every-

thing. Keep Walking Nepal tailored 

our itinerary perfectly – we’re very, 

very happy. 

Felicity Bunny,

Bunbury Western Australia
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TREKKING NEPALTREKKING NEPAL’TREKKING NEPAL’S THREE HIGH PASSES,S THREE HIGH PASSES, S THREE HIGH PASSES, SAGARMATHASAGARMATHA 

For a group of three Australians who love 

adventurous walks and exploring far flung and 

wild places, the three high passes trek in Nepal’s 

Sagarmatha National Park exceeded all 

expectations. An exhilarating 40 minute 

helicopter ride from Kathmandu to Lukla, 

acclimatising by climbing minor 5,000m ‘hills’ 

with no name, cautiously traversing some of the 

largest glaciers in the world, being immersed in 

age old Sherpa culture, abundant forests and 

wildlife, Buddhist music and prayers and finally 

standing in the midst of giants to admire the 

most spectacular and awe inspiring views in the 

world. At one point – Gokyo Ri – you see four out 

of the world’s 6 highest peaks – Everest, Cho 

Oyo, Lhotse and Makalu.  This walk has it all and 

more.

But the trek was also very challenging. At only 130 km 

it’s not a long walk, but the extreme altitude (extreme 

for us living at sea level) means that the 20 odd days to 

complete the walk is regularly hard and slow going.  

“Bistari, bistari” (slowly, slowly) our ‘best guide in 

Nepal’, Pratap Gurung would often say as we laboured 

up each slope drawing in as much air into our 

unaccustomed lungs as we could.  Taking our time and 

the careful acclimatising meant that we had no problems 

with the altitude – apart from being very tired at the end 

of each day!

Our trek provided many incredible highlights, including 

a side trip to Ama Dablam base camp. The mountain 

itself is one of the region’s most striking but is also a 

great place to acclimatise (walking the trek anti

clockwise) and escape the crowds that pound along the 

main route to Everest base camp.  We also glimpsed 

Nepal’s national bird, the Danphe or Himalayan Monal, 

among many other birds, and on two occasions got very 

close to the stunningly beautiful Himalayan Tahr, a 

wild goat that is almost the size of a cow covered in 

luxurious, long brown hair.The abundant Yak, often 

labouring under heavy loads, are equally 

magnificent.  We suspect that we also saw a 

Himalayan weasel scampering and foraging among 

rocks on Kalapathar, the highest point of the trek at 

5,555m (or 500 hecto Pascals – half way up the 

atmosphere– in terms designed for meteorologists 

such as ourselves). Unfortunately we didn’t see any 

Yeti, but the monastery in Khumjung does display a 

Yeti scalp that adds yet another level of speculation, 

mystery and wonder.

By the time we returned to Kathmandu, this time by 

plane, we had time to reflecton a walk that we will 

remember all our lives. We thank the Keep Walking 

Nepal team and especially our guides Pratap and Chapel 

for sharing with us their expansive knowledge, keeping 

us safe and providing a window into the exceptionally 

tough lives and peaceful culture of the Sherpa who we 

always found welcoming and friendly – oh, and the card 

games were fun too! We also thank Yem and Yuba, our 

two porters – you guys are super men!Since returning to 

Australia our main aim has been to find a Dahl Bhat as 

good as the ones enjoyed in Nepal.  We are still searching 

so may have to return soon for another adventure in the 

mountains

Namaste!

Dave, Rob and Deb, Melbourne Australia. 
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MEMORIES OF 2017MEMORIES OF 2017 
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